
v Section .1.05 (pg 24)

Ø B. 1 – 19: Does the A/V contractor have to have a Florida Electrical Contractors License?  A Minimum of a Low

Voltage License is required but only if NO electrical circuits are required to be installed.

Ø Can the A/V Company use an electrical sub to provide electrical and license?  A partnership MAY be acceptable

but one of the contractors must assume full responsibility for the total project. 

v Metallic Raceway –Do we use the products on Appendix I, #13 Surface Raceway?  These are pre-approved products. 

If you desire to use a different product then you are required to submit the products for approval as described in

DCPS SWS 1.05 F. 3. Submittals.  All items listed in Section 12.9 Appendix I are pre-approved products whose part

numbers are subject to change but all items to be used must be submitted.  However, the items listed do not require

cut sheets describing the products to be submitted only those products not listed in Appendix I require cut sheets. 

v Section 6.08 (pg 89): Local Audio/Visual Systems (LAVS)

§ When using surface metal raceway does it apply that you cannot have more than one 90 degree bend?  As a

rule no more than one 90 degrees of bend is allowed without a pull box no matter what the pathway type. 

However if field conditions require an exception this will be looked at on an individual basis.  The LAV

contractor must submit reasons for any exceptions.

Ø New construction – This section is for the design engineer to include as part of the construction project.  This is

work needed to prepare the site for LAV installation, i.e. electrical circuits and conduit stub ups in the wall.  This

basic design work does not include the final installation by the AV contractor and what is needed to complete

the final installation. 

¨ Electrical outlet at 84” AFF – Is this only for wall mount projectors?  This could be used for any type

of approved wall-mounted LAV device protruding more than 4” from the wall.

¨ Numbers 1, 2 & 3: All of this work will already be provided by DCPS contractor. The contractor

should be adhering to DCPS Standards. The standards say the A/V company is responsible and that is

not the case today.  See the statement above about the new construction section.  The A/V

contractor IS responsible for the FINAL installation of the LAV system.

¨ What are the approved methods for securely mounting LAVS cabling to building structure? Standard

Code compliant practices plus those described in the DCPS SWS and the manufacturer’s instructions

are to be followed.  Isn’t this the contractor’s responsibility? This is indeed the LAV contractor’s

responsibility to properly install all cabling.  Will cable trays be provided, Today this is not provided

for A/V systems within classrooms. As stated above, typically, only conduit stub outs are provided by

the construction contractor as part of the their project, any additional pathway is the LAV

contractors responsibility to install.  It is therefor the responsibility of the LAV contractor to provide

the proper support to their devices from the conduit stub out locations.  Can we use J-hooks

attached to the existing grid wire, or do we need to shoot our own wire into the deck?.  Ceiling grid

wire SHALL not be used to support anything other than the ceiling itself.

Ø Section B: Existing Construction (LAVS Retrofit) (pg 90)

§ AV Contractor must provide “dedicated” electrical outlets – Do we have to add a new circuit to schools

existing electrical box? Dedicated means that the circuit is solely used for the LAV system and must be pulled

from a surge protected electrical panel.  What if no more circuits can be added? If there is no more room in a

nearby electrical panel then the scope of the work may have increased beyond the typical LAV contractor’s

ability to perform and any purchases would need to be deferred until such time that a capital project could

be created to set additional panels.  Or can we move an existing outlet to cut down on cost for customer? 

Exiting electrical outlet or circuits may not be moved.



§ “DCPS IEF shall have final say as to the proper location for all supporting systems for LAVS equipment” –

Does this mean IEF will be accompanying us to each and every customer meeting that involves installation? 

NO.  This means that the LAV contractor shall provide a drawing or sketch to the IEF indicating the proposed

location prior to actual installation.   The IEF would then either provide written approval or different

locations if necessary.

§ A/V Connections and Cabling

¨ Appendix N: States minimum video inputs shall be 1 VGA, 1 component, and 1 DVI or HDMI (based

on projector). Projector and connections are to be approved by IEF. So is the technology department

no longer setting the standards and this has moved to IEF?  The two departments work together but

the IEF has major input as the DCPS maintainer of the system.  DO we now have to hold all quotes

until you approve the projector selected by the end user? Do we request the end user to call you.

What is this process now?  Products should be pre-approved by IT and the IEF prior to being offered

to the end user otherwise a submittal is required.

¨ What are the approved methods for securely mounting LAVS cabling to building structure? Can we

use J-hooks attached to the existing grid wire, or do we need to shoot our own wire into the deck? 

Ceiling grid wire SHALL not be used to support anything other than the ceiling itself.  The LAV

contractor needs to submit the proposed method to be used for approval if it is not already

identified as approved in the DCPS SWS.  Variations may be allowed depending on the LAV system

requirements and the manufacturer’s recommended practices.

Projector Mounting (pg 91)

¨ Projectors shall be mounted using DSPS approved methods and products – Chief RPAU and CMS445. 

If a different mount is to be used a submittal for approval is required.

¨ When mounting to hard ceilings, we must utilize adjustable brackets to meet this requirement. What

does this mean? A mount that is adjustable for future projectors with different throws may be used. 

What is the DCPS standard manufacturer and model number?  To be determined prior to

construction depending on ceiling construction type (provide product submittal).

¨ Wall mount projectors must use backerboard, painted to match surroundings. Do we have to paint

the backerboard?  Yes. What are the requirements of the backerboard?  This depends on the wall

structure to which the backerboard is to be attached (See the next bulleted question).  Where do we

get the color to match and the paint?  Sherwin Williams at 385 Park Street. Give them the school

number and if it is a wall, etc, and you can purchase from them.

¨ We must submit a detailed drawing of proposed installation method and receive approval prior to

installation. If we are using backerboard the way you have indicated, why do we have to supply a

drawing of a piece of backerboard attached to the wall?  This is to show the actual methods the LAV

contractor proposes to use to install the backboard given the various conditions existing in the

schools to be sure to meets all DCPS requirements.

¨ Appendix I does not state anything about backerboard specifications.  Provide your proposal in your

submittals.

§ A/V System Labeling

¨ All Wall plates should have engraved labels on them. Do we now need to use wall plates without

labeling and use stick on labels? All wall plates on LAV System Drawings do not have labels.  Label

must match at both ends.  Each cable shall be labeled according to it function as described in Section

IX Identification.  Wall plates may use engraved labels but must include additional labeling if there is

more than one of the same input types.



§ LAV System Drawings

¨ We need some clarifications. Doesn’t make sense. For example, wall plates 3 & 5 are supposed to be

installed in the same location.  The components are to be mounted side by side. They have Quiktron

part numbers and Cables to Go part numbers. The part numbers are for reference purposes.  Submit

the actual parts to be used.

¨ The RJ45 connection plate for the SMART Board connection is not metal. Does it not have to be?

Metal is preferable if available.

§ 6.09 Product and Installation Approval

¨ All LAV systems must be inspected for proper installation and acceptance by the IEF designee. Does

this supersede Code Enforcement’s approval?  The IEF must approve the system as working properly

prior to Code’s final sign off.  Will IEF be there at the same time Code Enforcement is conducting

their permit closeout?  Once IEF has certified to Code the system is approved and ready for close out

the IEF would not need to be present.  Do we need to allow for multiple trips to customer site for

sign offs (increased costs)?  This would basically depend on how well the contractor coordinates

these issues and does not have a standard answer.


